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Step Inside Tulum's Treehouse Version of the
Guggenheim Museum
The brainchild of Peggy Guggenheim's great-grandson, IK
Lab's new seaside gallery features curved walls like the NYC
original—and a few other surprising features
Janelle Zara

Before you enter IK Lab, a new arts and cultural space in the heart of Tulum, you
must first take off your shoes. Part of the experience, according to its designer
Jorge Eduardo Neira Sterkel, is through your feet, which alternately pass over
carpets of curving jungle vines and polished cement. And proceed with caution:
The floor occasionally slopes unexpectedly.
“If you don’t pay attention, you’ll fall,” says Sterkel, explaining how an uneven
floor is a humbling attitude adjustment. “You have to lose control to pay
attention to what you feel, emotionally and spiritually.”

The Argentine native, a former painter with no formal architectural background,
constructed the curvaceous, womblike IK Lab on the site of his eco-conscious
resort Azulik (a portmanteau of the Spanish word for "blue" and the Mayan word
for "wind") with a deep reverence for Mother Nature: No trees were cut, and the
amorphous structure sits on stilts so that local wildlife can still pass below. Light
permeates both the walls of vines reinforced by transparent fiberglass and the
grand, misshapen portico doors—all of which normally spells disaster for showing
art.

“This is the counter model of the standard gallery,” says IK Lab director Santiago
Rumney Guggenheim, since curators typically prefer the reliable blank canvas of
straight white walls. But when Rumney Guggenheim moved to Tulum in January
(having grown up in Paris and lived in New York, where he temporarily had a
gallery of his own), he immediately proposed that Sterkel turn the site into a
gallery.

“When I walked into the space, it reminded me that in 1948, Peggy [Guggenheim,
his great-grandmother] had opened a gallery in New York called Art of This
Century, and the walls were curved,” he says. (The family legacy of difficult
architecture also includes the curving walls of the Frank Lloyd Wright’s New York
building, for starters, or the cavernous, billowing ones of Frank Gehry’s Bilbao). “I
saw it as a challenge,” he adds. “You have to rethink how you’re going to put
together a show.”
On Friday, IK Lab opens its first exhibition: “Alignments,” in which Rumney
Guggenheim makes use of the unusual space by hanging nearly-ten-foot-long
sculptures by Artur Lescher from the cavernous ceiling and illuminating neon
works by Margo Trushina. In an adjacent 39-foot-high dome, Tatiana
Trouvée’s 250 Points Towards Infinity comprises suspended pendulums pointing at
250 different points on the ground.

Beyond this inaugural show, the duo’s vision is farther reaching, including art
programs for local children, and a multidisciplinary residency for aspiring artists,
fashion designers, chefs, musicians, and more now under construction off-site
deep in the jungle. “The artist will be developing his or her work as a resident
taking in consideration and being affected by what’s happening around them,
walking barefoot, touching different textures and exchanging ideas,” says Sterkel,
who calls Tulum “a Mayan paradise.”
“They’ll make a playful space of creativity and sharing and playful and everyone
is learning,” he adds. “This is my dream there.”
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